educing the cost of application development ad become a major industry focus by the 1980s. Application programmers were clamoring for standard, easy-to-use application programming interfaces (APIS) as a means of improving their productivity and the portability of their programs. System providers, seeing the cost of application development as an inhibitor to their own profitability and growth, realized that standard APIS would be key to inducing independent software vendors to write applications for their systems. Industry groups were promoting standardization of APIS in various environments.
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shaped its development. We then introduce the basic concepts of CPI-c and describe the conversation services available to CPI-c programs. Finally we illustrate the use of CPI-c for distributed applications with CPI-c programming examples using portable C code.
CPI-C evolution
This section traces the evolution of CPI-c and compares the CPI-c model to other communication models. The scope of industry groups now includes the specification of complete programming environments with integrated suites of related services. For example, the Open Software Foundation's Distributed Computing Environment (OSF DCE) includes integrated support for communication, directory, security, and other services. Similarly, as distributed network services such as directory or security pervaded networks, their integration with the communication services provided by CPI-c was required. Support for a distributed directory and a distributed security service was added to CPI-c in 1994.
The OS1 TP standard,6 completed in 1992, defines a set of conversational services similar to those of "PC, but had no M I . In its latest version, CPI-c was extended to provide access to the o s 1 TP services.
Protocol independence has become an important aspect of network applications. Network owners want to be able to choose applications independently of the protocols used within the underlying network. CPI-c can run on either MPC or OSI TP, and programs can be written independently of which of these protocols is being used. Multiprotocol Transport Networking7 support allows CPI-c programs supported by APPC to use connections provided by either SNA or TCP/IP protocols, transparently to the applications.
Initially developed by IBM in 1988, CPI-C became part of the X/Open Common Applications Environment in 1992. In the formal standards arena, CPI-c was adopted by the OSI Implementers' Workshop as an M I for access to OS1 TP services. More recently, IBM created the CPI-c Implementers' Workshop (CIW) , an open forum of CPI-c implementers and users. The goals for CIW are to extend the CPI-c architecture and to promote its implementation and use. The CIW defined the most recent version, CPI-c 2.0,9 in 1994, and work continues within the CIW on further extensions. The CIW maintains a liaison with X/Open, which has published CPI-c 2.0 as a preliminary specification. lo
Comparison to other communication models
Within the framework of IBM's Open Blueprint*, *' three communication models-remoteprocedure calls, messaging and queuing, and conversations-support distributed applications. The Open Blueprint is a guide to distributed computing by providing customers with a structure to organize products and applications in an open distributed environment. These models present a range of alternatives for communication.
To an application program, a remote procedure call (RPC) 12 is like a local subroutine call. The program issues the call, and the called program, which typ-CPI-C supports connectionoriented, peer-to-peer communication suited to clientherver applications.
ically executes somewhere else in the network, is invoked. RPC software transfers the input and output parameters of the call between systems. Data exchange follows a simple requesthesponse model. The program is shielded from the complexities of network programming and is not able to react to network problems.
The messaging and queuing ( M Q )~~ model is asynchronous. Programs put messages on queues and take messages off queues; communication with another program is indirect through the queues. Data exchange is flexible; a program can enqueue multiple messages at a time, as appropriate to the application, and must correlate responses with requests. A store-and-forward capability allows a message to be held until the program is available. The program is not aware of network outages and does not use network-specific values, such as addresses, which are handled for the program by the underlying queue management software.
A program using CPI-c establishes a logical connection, or conversation, to communicate with a partner program. Data exchange can be a simple one-way message, or multiple messages sent and received by both partners. The program can transfer data efficiently over long-lived connections, synchronize processing with the partner program, notify the partner of errors, and react to diagnostic information in the event of failures.
Each of the three communications models has its advocates, and each will continue to play an important role in application development. RPC, with its simple interface, will serve basic request/ response processes, especially where a client requester knows its server will return a fixed response, and cares little about detecting and reacting to network problems. Messaging and queuing will appeal to those interested primarily in asynchronous, time-independent processing. The CPI-c conversational model will best serve a wide range of distributed computing needs, running the gamut from synchronous, time-critical applications to sophisticated database applications.
In the following sections, we expand on the CPI-c conversational model and demonstrate, through examples, its ease of use.
Basic CPI-C concepts and conversation services
This section introduces the basic concepts of CPI-c and the conversation services it provides. For the complete specification of CPI-C, see Reference 9. We use simple examples to illustrate how to use CPI-C. Appendix A contains complete source code for the example programs in the C programming language, which today is available on almost all systems.
Call interface. CPI-c provides a subroutine call interface and defines language bindings for a number of programming languages, including C, CO-BOL, FORTRAN, REXX, PWI, RPG, and CSP (Cross System Product). Except for minor differences in call syntax, CPI-c has the same appearance across these languages.
Conversations and their characteristics. Since CPI-c is a conversational interface, every CPI-c application consists of at least two programs, one program on each computer where part of the application is to run. Programmers have to design, code, and test the peer programs in tandem. Programs issue calls to CPI-c to establish a conversation, to exchange data and perform other processing on that conversation, and to terminate the conversation when it is no longer needed. A program may have multiple conversations and partners simultaneously.
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At the time a conversation is established, each program receives a local conversation identifier for the conversation. Each program uses its conversation identifier on all subsequent calls on that conversation.
CPI-c maintains a set of conversation characteristics at each end of a conversation. Some conversation characteristics contain destination information that is the addressing and security information necessary to establish a conversation. Other characteristics specify a function level for the conversation. An example is the sync-level characteristic that specifies the level of synchronization support (e.g., for a distributed database application) that the programs can use on the conversation. Default values, assigned when the conversation is established, allow for the creation of simpler program logic. A program may view (using Extract calls) and modify (using Set calls) the values of conversation characteristics.
A system administrator can store destination information regarding the partner program in local side information to simplify establishing a conversation. The program initiating the conversation identifies the appropriate side information entry for its conversation by a symbolic destination name on the Initialize-Conversation call. C P I -C~S~S the side information entry to assign initialvalues of the corresponding conversation characteristics.
CPI-c conversations have states that constrain program actions. As the program issues calls to CPI-c, the conversation makes transitions from one state to another. For example, on a half-duplex conversation, when the program in a send state has finished sending data, it can change to a receive state by sending a permission-to-send indicator to the partner. The state of the conversation is local; that is, the states of the conversation as seen by the two program partners may be different at a particular instant. A program may determine the state at its end of the conversation by issuing the Extract-Conversation-State call.
System services. System services such as program startup and termination processing, context management, directory access services, and security services interact with CPI-c to support programs and conversations. In addition, a resource recovery component provides its own programming interface and cooperates with CPI-c to coordinate changes to distributed resources, such as data and Conversation characteristics, side information, and system services are mechanisms that CPI-c uses to hide complexity from programs. The basic conversation services are described next.
The starter set. CPI-c defines a starter set of calls that provide the basic functions needed to write distributed applications. Table 1 shows the starter set calls. Initialize-Conversation, Allocate, and Accept-Conversation are used to start the conversation; Send-Data and Receive are used for data Transferring data. CPI-c conversations can range from simple one-way messages to an extended exchange of multiple messages sent by both partners. The Send-Data and Receive calls are used to transfer data. By default, the local system accumulates data to be sent until it has a sufficient amount for transmission. The effect of this buffering technique is excellent network performance. The following example application demonstrates this feature.
A program issues the Send-Data call to send one data record to the remote program. On a half-duplex conversation, one program at a time has send control, which is the right to send data. Only that program may issue the Send-Data call. On a fullduplex conversation, both programs can send and receive data concurrently.
A program issues the Receive call to get information from its partner. The information received can be data, control information, conversation status, or other information. For example, a Receive call could return both data and send control to the program. The program can specify the amount of data to be received and the variable in which to receive it, and is notified of the actual length of data received. Further information about the conversation can be obtained by examining the values of the other parameters returned. See Table 2 for further details. 
control-information-received
The control-information-received parameter returns control information to the program. It can indicate that the remote program wants send control (on a half-duplex conversation), that expedited data are available to be received, or that the partner program has accepted or rejected a request for a conversation.
data-received and status-received data-received and status-received are return parameters on the Receive call.
The data-received parameter indicates whether data were actually received, and if so, whether a complete chunk of data (a record) was received.
The status-received parameter helps guide the program regarding what to execute next. It may indicate that the program now has send control, or that the partner has issued a synchronization request, and whether the conversation is to be deallocated.
return-code
For every CPI-C call, CPI-C replies with a return code that indicates what happened. The return code denoting successful completion is CM-OK. Other return codes indicate specific errors.
Ending a conversation. Many housekeeping steps are similar among communicating CPI-c programs.
One side issues Initialize-Conversation and Allocate calls; the other side issues Accept-Conversation. Similarly, some things are always done at the end of a CPI-C program.
To end a conversation, a program uses the Deallocate call. On a half-duplex conversation, the Deallocate call operates quickly. CPI-c returns to the issuing program, without waiting for the partner to acknowledge that it is ready to end the conversation. Only one side needs to issue a Deallocate call, which ends the conversation for both sides. We resume discussion of deallocating conversations later, including its use with full-duplex conversations and program synchronization. Figure 3 illustrates the sequence of calls discussed previously. This example application has two programs: one to send the phrase "Hello, world," and one to receive the incoming phrase and display it. The originator program (the client) sends the string "Hello, world"; the target program (the server) receives and displays the string. The skeleton for these two programs is shown. C code for the client and server is shown in Appendix A. The arrow in Figure 3 represents that the message flows from the client program to the server program after the Deallocate. In this example the underlying flow of conversation data occurs after the last call IBM SYSTEMS JOURNAL, VOL 34, NO 3, 1995 on the client side, but before the first call on the server side. It is the Deallocate call by the client that causes all buffered information to flow. This illustrates how data transmission through a network is optimized. The server uses just two CPI-C calls: Accept-Conversation and Receive. When the server executes the Receive call, it gets the arriving data, as well as the notification that the conversation has already been deallocated. At that point, it simply prints what has arrived, and exits.
Advanced concepts and services
Beyond the starter set calls, CPI-c offers a diverse range of facilities to the programmer. These allow the programs to synchronize processing, notify the partners of errors, and use distributed services. Some of these features are outlined next.
Data transfer techniques.
Four transfer techniques are important to mention next. With immediate transfer, the local system accumulates data to be sent to the remote system in its send buffer until it has a sufficient amount for transmission. A program can use the Flush call to empty the system send buffer and send the data to the partner immediately. This allows the partner to begin processing the data.
Programs using a halfduplex conversation must transfer send control back and forth for a two-way Using expedited data, a program can send urgent data to its partner program using the Send-Expedited-Data and Receive-Expedited-Data calls. Expedited data may be delivered ahead of normal data sent earlier, and are guaranteed to be delivered ahead of any normal data sent after them. This function matches the "out-~f-band~~ data function in TCP/IP. Synchronization. The program that initializes a conversation can choose among four levels of synchronization by setting the sync-level conversation characteristic to CM-NONE, CM-CONFIRM, CM-SYNC-POINT, or
Each level corresponds to a different degree of assurance about a partner's processing of a particular transaction.
The sync-level of CM-NONE allows the programs to communicate without any synchronization support from CPI-c. If the programs require any synchronization, they have to perform it using program logic. Figure 4 for the use of the confirmation level of synchronization.
Confirmation
In this example, confirmation logic is added to the prior Hello, World example, and this logic uses the sync-level of CM-CONFIRM. C code for the client and server programs is shown in Appendix A.
The client program issues the Set-Sync-Level call to choose this level of synchronization. Instead of issuing a separate Confirm, the program combines the function of the Confirm call in the Deallocate call. The Deallocate call uses the current value of sync-level, which is CM-CONFIRM, and does not complete until an acknowledgment is received. Note that the previous example used the default sync-level of CM-NONE.
Resource recovery. The sync-level of CM-SYNC-POINT or CM-SYNC-POINT-NO-CONFIRM allows programs to synchronize using two-phase commit protocols'"" accessible through a resource recovery interface.
Currently, CPI-c supports the CPI-RR" and the X/Open TXI9 resource recovery interfaces. Figure  5 shows the interaction betweenvarious local components when this level of synchronization is used. A program issues the Commit call to the resource recovery interface to establish synchronization points in its processing. The processing and changes that occur to resources between two consecutive synchronization points are collectively referred to as a transaction (a logical unit of work in APPC terminology). If the underlying two-phase commit protocols, coordinated by the transaction manager, can make permanent all the changes to resources made by the program, then the Commit call is successful; otherwise, the transaction is rolled back to the latest successful synchroniza-tion point. If the program detects a failure, it issues a Backout call to explicitly roll back to the previous synchronization point.
CPI-c cooperates with the transaction manager by passing synchronization information, which consists of take-commit and take-backout notifications, to the programs. When a program issues a Commit call, the partner program receives a takecommit notification via the status-received parameter of the Receive call. The partner program can now commit or backout. A take-backout notification is indicated by any of several return codes, such as CM-TAKE-BACKOUT or CM-DEALLOCATE-ABEND-BO, that indicate a Backout call issued by the partner or a system failure. After receiving such a notification, the program can issue a Backout call to roll back to the previous synchronization point, or deallocate all the conversations associated with the ongoing transaction abnormally.
Error notification. CPI-c provides an easy way for a program to notify its partner of an error. The error notification does not have to be sent as data using normal data transfer, as is the case for sockets programming. When a program issues the Send-Error call, the remote program receives a return code indicating that its partner has detected an error. If Send-Error is issued when data are being received, arriving data may be purged; the data sender is notified of the possible purging. When this call completes successfully on a half-duplex conversation, the local program has send control.
Concurrent operations and nonblocking support.
Much effort has been devoted to allowing programs to continue productive work when a needed resource is temporarily not available. Operating systems have added support for multithreading and event management. A number of APIs provide specific mechanisms that allow the program to avoid being blocked waiting for a particular resource. For example, the select function in sockets programming allows a program to wait for activity across a number of file descriptors. Communication programs have the same requirements. A program serving multiple clients cannot afford to be blocked waiting for data from one client. CPI-c provides support for concurrent operations and nonblocking calls for such programs. or more conversations. For this, CPI-c groups calls on a conversation into logical associations called conversation queues. Calls associated with different queues are processed independently, and concurrent calls may be in progress on multiple conversation queues. Only one call associated with a given conversation queue is allowed to be in progress at a time.
What conversation queues are available on a conversation depends on whether the conversation is half-duplex or full-duplex. A half-duplex conversation has a send-receive queue for sending and receiving normal data. A full-duplex conversation has two queues for normal data: a send queue and a receive queue. Send and receive operations can be in progress simultaneously. Both types of conversation have an initialization queue (used only during conversation establishment) and two expedited data queues: the expedited-send and expedited-receive queues. When conversation-level nonblocking is used on a conversation, the program sets the processing mode for the conversation; the queues are ignored. The program can have at most one outstanding operation at a time on the conversation. The program issues the Wait-For-Conversation call to wait for completion of any outstanding operation across all its conversations using conversation-level nonblocking.
Nonblockingcalls
When queue-level nonblocking is used on a conversation, the program sets the processing mode on a queue basis. It can have multiple outstanding operations on the conversation, but only one per queue.
The program can issue the Wait-For-Completion call to wait for completion of outstanding operations, specifying a list of outstanding operations. The call returns the list of those operations that have completed. The program may choose instead to specify a queue and a callback function to be invoked when an outstanding operation on that queue completes.
Support for servers and distributed services. Servers are increasingly important components within a network of distributed systems. CPI-c allows server programs to serve multiple clients efficiently. CPI-c also supports distributed directory and security services, which are becoming prevalent in networks.
Server support. A number of CPI-c functions are designed for server programs. A server can register multiple names with CPI-c to represent different services it provides to clients. A server can accept multiple incoming conversations and perform work for multiple clients simultaneously. The use of concurrent operations and nonblocking calls allows a server to support multiple clients efficiently.
Within the operating environment, a context manager works with CPI-c to assist servers in managing the work done on behalf of multiple clients. Consider, for example, a server program with several clients. If the server initiates a conversation with another server on behalf of a particular client, the security tokens that accompany the conversation startup request should represent that client. The program, CPI-C, and the context manager work together to achieve this.
Each time a server accepts a new incoming conversation from a client, the context manager creates a new context, a collection of local attributes associated with the work done on behalf of that client. It contains attributes such as security information and an identifier for the transaction the client is processing. The context manager also maintains for the server a current context, the context within which the server is currently working. Attributes of the current context are used when the program takes certain context-sensitive actions, such as starting a new conversation for a client. A program may change the current context. In particular, the server in the example above should set its current context to that for the particular client prior to issuing the Allocate call. Though use of the distributed directory eliminates the need for side information, administrative work is still needed. The network administrator must build a program installation object and add it to the directory when installing a program. The administrator must assign network addresses and security information, needed for the program binding, and a DN for the object according to network policies and naming conventions. The DN or PFID must be published or otherwise communicated to programs that want to initiate a conversation with the installed program. The advantage is that only the program binding must be updated if the program is moved and reinstalled.
Distributed security. Early versions of CPI-c supported a security system design that required a user to have a user identification (ID) and password on each system having resources to which the user wanted access. The user was required to manage multiple user IDS and passwords. Besides being administratively burdensome, the user ID and password flowed together and were subject to attack. Now CPI-c includes support for a distributed security service that reduces the earlier deficiencies. In the new design, a user or system is defined once, with a principal name and password, to the security service. The user is authenticated once by a trusted authentication service, rather than by each system to which the user connects. The authentication service itself can be centralized or distrib-IBM SYSTEMS JOURNAL, VOL 34, NO 3, 1995 uted. When the user's program initiates a conversation, the local CRM (communication resource manager) obtains encrypted authentication tokens from the authentication service and sends them with the conversation startup request. The remote CRM uses its local security service interface to validate the authentication tokens. Figure 6 shows a distributed security service interacting with CRMs to establish a conversation. The numbers 1-7 indicate the flow sequence.
Two pieces of information required by the security server are obtained from the distributed directory: the principal name of the remote system and the required-user-name-type. The principal name is used by the security service to encrypt the security tokens that are transmitted through the network. The required-user-name is used by the local CRM to determine what type of user name should be sent with the conversation startup request.
Neither the user nor the user's program need be involved in security when a conversation is established if the initiating program uses the default value (CM-SECURITY-SAME) of the conversationsecurity-type characteristic. In this case, the system uses the security information from the program's current context to obtain the security tokens for the conversation startup request.
A program with special requirements may specify that the remote system be authenticated before data are transmitted.
OS1 TP support. CPI-c was initially defined to provide access to the services of APPC. When OS1 TP became a standard in 1992, with services closely patterned on those of APPC, CPI-C was mapped to the OSI TP services and extended to provide additional OS1 TP support. CPI-C supports those features of os1 TP required to conform to all the OS1 TP profiles defined by the standards body ISO/IEC (International Organization for Standardizationflnternational Electrotechnical Commission). We describe next the features of CPI-c that are specific to supporting OSI TP.
When a program using an LU 6.2 CRM for a conversation within the scope of a transaction (and so using the resource recovery level of synchronization) commits that transaction, any further work done using that conversation is implicitly included as a part of the next transaction. This mode of running transactions is the chained mode. Sometimes, the user prefers the flexibility of using the same .""""""""""""""""""""""""""-~ DISTRIBUTED SECURITY SERVICE conversation for some unprotected work after the previous transaction commits but before a later transaction is initiated. This mode of running transactions is the unchained mode. Use of unchained transactions allows programs to exchange data and control information outside the scope of a transaction without having to use a different conversation. The os1 TP CRM supports both the chained and unchained modes, while the LU 6.2 CRM supports only the chained mode. (For further details of how a CRM reconciles these two modes, see Reference 22.) When a program is using unchained transactions, it specifies when the next transaction begins after the current transaction ends by issuing a tx-begin call to the X/Open TX interface.19 Similarly, the program can use the Set-TransactionControl call to specifywhether a conversation is automatically included in the scope of the next transaction when the current transaction ends.
A program can send data, set by the SetInitialization-Data call before allocating the conversation, on the conversation startup request. The program can also specify whether it wants an acknowledgment indicating whether its request for a conversation was accepted by the partner program.
Deallocating a conversation. A conversation is automatically deallocated when a program is notified of a system error or network failure on a return code; at other times, either partner program can choose to deallocate the conversation. In the latter case, the program can set the deallocate-type characteristic to indicate how the conversation is to be deallocated, before issuing the Deallocate call.
A program deallocates the conversation by issuing the Deallocate call, and the partner is subsequently notified. Depending on the current values of the deallocate-type and sync-level characteristics, the conversation may be deallocated after synchronization with the partner has been performed.
If no synchronization with the partner is to be performed, a half-duplex conversation is deallocated when the Deallocate call completes. The Hello, World example shows deallocation with no synchronization. For a full-duplex conversation, the Deallocate call applies to the outgoing direction of data transfer only. When a program issues Deallocate, it can no longer send data, and the partner Data mapping, improved server support, and objectoriented programming are likely extensions to CPI-C.
program can no longer receive data. When both programs have issued Deallocate, the conversation is deallocated.
If either the confirmation or the resource recovery level of synchronization with the partner is to be performed, the conversation is deallocated only after the appropriate synchronization call is issued and completes successfully. If the synchronization call does not complete successfully, the conversation is not deallocated; it remains active for further processing. The Hello, World with confirmation example shows deallocation with the confirmation level of synchronization.
The program may choose to deallocate the conversation abnormally when it detects an error condition that prevents it from continuing normal processing. This type of deallocation can be performed at any time. Any data in transit to the program that issues the call are purged. The partner program is notified of the abnormal deallocation by a CPI-c call return code such as CM-DEALLOCATE-ABEND.
Problem determination. Many CPI-c implementations provide extensive trace facilities for problem determination during development and execution of CPI-c programs, and CPI-c can supply secondary information about the condition that caused a failure. Return codes indicate the outcome of a CPI-c call and allow the program to determine what action to take. They are not sufficient for problem determination; in some cases, a number of error conditions can yield the same return code. When a call fails, the program may obtain secondary information for use in problem determination by issuing the Extract-Secondary-Information call. Sec-ondary information contains a condition code, a description of the condition, the cause of the condition, suggested actions, and any additional information supplied by the implementation.
Conformance classes
An important aspect of a standard is ensuring consistency in implementation and providing a means of describing what has been implemented. The ISOIIEC standards body addresses this issue by definingprofiles, subset descriptions for consistent implementation across systems, for various international standards, and the X/Open consortium defines conformance statement questionnaires to be provided by implementers of its MIS. Similarly, the CIW (CPI-c Implementers' Workshop) has defined a set of conformance classes to foster an orderly marketplace for implementation, product selection, and use of CPI-C. The conformance classes are used in product announcements, requirement specifications, and procurement specifications.
The definition specifies one mandatory conformance class (conversations) and a set of optional conformance classes. The mandatory class contains function that allows a program to start and end half-duplex conversations, exchange data, use confirmation and error notification, and set and modify conversation characteristics. Optional conformance classes include recoverable transactions, full-duplex, queue-level nonblocking, and directory. As an example, the IBM Operating System/400* (OS/400*) product implements the conversations, LU 6.2, recoverable transactions, security, and data conversion routines conformance classes. For more information on IBM product support of conformance classes, see Reference 23.
Future extensions
Extensions to CPI-c are being defined in the CIW.
Data mapping, improved server support, and object-oriented programming are three likely extensions.
The distributed processing environment encompasses heterogeneous systems with different data representations, such as EBCDIC and ASCII for character data. As a result, data flowing between systems may require conversion. Data mapping support will allow programs to instruct CPI-c to use conversion routines to convert user data.
The Accept-Conversation call currently accepts an incoming conversation for any name registered by the program. Improved server support will enable a program to create separate threads, each of which can accept incoming conversations for a specific name associated with the particular service offered by that thread.
CPI-C is currently a procedural API: programs issue subroutine calls to CPI-c library routines. The definition of a CPI-C object class library will allow programs to use object-oriented programming techniques with CPI-C. CPI-c has become a standard interface for conversations-standard across languages, protocols, and systems. Wide implementation facilitates program portability, and ease-of-use features enable high programmer productivity. With a rich set of conversation services and extensions to meet new requirements under development, CPI-c is poised to serve distributed applications well into the future.
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Appendix A. C source code examples
The following examples and discussion are derived from Reference 24, which contains many other CPI-c programming examples as well. Portions of this appendix are reproduced with permission from McGraw-Hill, New York.
The source code files for our two programs are named HELL0.C and HELL0D.C. We are using a naming convention that has been adopted by UNIX** programmers. The server side (the side sitting and waiting for something to do) is referred to as the "daemon." Its name is constructed by adding a D to the name of its partner, the client program. Thus, the client's name is HELLO and server's name is HELLOD. The two programs each comprise basic logic shown in boldface, and confirmation logic shown in plain font. Two pairs of partner programs are formed by either omitting or using the confirmation logic.
You will see that every parameter on every call is a pointer. CPI-c calls only by reference, which lets it work the same across all programming languages.
The HELLO source code with the confirmation logic is a good starting place for someone who wants to start writing a CPI-c application. With confirmation processing, a programmer can ensure that the server program actually starts and runs properly. If this runs, then everything has been set up properly between the two programs. The conversation-ID parameter is an output parameter; it points to a field into which CPI-c will return information.
The symbolic-destination-name is an input parameter; it points to the name that CPI-c uses to decide who and where the partner program is. The symbolic destination name is the CPI-c method of letting one say to whom one wants to talk. The field always is eight characters long, so if the name is less than eight characters long, it needs to be padded on the right with blanks. The SYM-DEST-NAME information is located in the CPI-C side information file discussed previously.
The cpic-return-code parameter is an output parameter; it points to a field where CPI-c will write an integer that represents the return code from the call. The Hello, World server. The code in the basic server, HELLOD, contains just two starter set CPI-C calls. Accept-Conversation() gets a conversation ID for the server side. The Receive() call gets the arriving data, as well as the notification that the conversation has already been deallocated. (Again, the plain font adds the confirmation logic.)
We set aside a data-buffer to receive into that we have arbitrarily madebytes. In case we receive exactly 100 bytes, we want to have room to append a "\Q" on the end, so we can use printf() to display it.
Also, notice that we have added a call to the C getchar() routine on the server side. On most computers, the server program can be automatically started, pop up in a window, receive the string from the client and call printf(), then quickly close the window. By calling getchar(), the server program will at least wait for a user to press a key before it vanishes.
The following example server program is named * CPI-C "Hello, world" program. * Code Sample (Server side (file HELL0D.C)) * Example modified to fit page * """"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""-"- Cited references
